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ARTICLES


Bailey, Kevin Sue. AHow Do I Know What They Know?@ Quick Hits for New Faculty, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, a FACET publication, 72-73.

Bailey, Kevin Sue. AMy Mother is the Face of Compassion,@ Walking Naked Across The Room. Anthology published by Indiana University Southeast Writing Project, 9.


Barney, Doug, and Chris Bjornson and Ken Taurman. AWhat Does the Government Tax: The
Obvious, The Obscure, and the Obtuse, @ The CPA Magazine.


Doyle, Cooper, Dunn, Vellinger, and Todd, Magsep, AMultistage Magnetic Particle Separator 2. Classification of Ferromagnetic Particles@ Separation Science and Technology. Volume 39, Number 12/2004.


programs and practices. Austin, TX: Pro-Ed., pgs. 249-256.


French, G. Richard and R.E. Coppage. AImplementing Curricula to Meet the Needs of Financial Professionals, @ Journal of College Teaching & Learning (October 2004) Volume 1, Number 10, pp. 63.

Hare, Sara C. 2004. ALast Will and Testament of a Slave Owner. @ Teaching about Families: A Collection of Essays, Syllabi, Projects, and Assignments. Washington, DC: ASA.

He, Yan and Chunchi Wu. APrice Rounding and Bid-Ask Spreads Before and After the Decimalization, @ 2004, International Review of Economics and Finance 13, 19-42.


Jamski, William. AA Forty Year Journey in the Secondary Mathematics >Wilderness=, @ Indiana Mathematics Teacher, Volume 18, Number 2 (Fall/Winter 2003), p. 6.


Jamski, William. AThe Arithmetick of Lewis and Clark and the Corps of Discovery, @ Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School, Volume 9, Number 9 (May 2004), pp. 471-74.
Jamski, William. AAn Interesting Triple Number Combination, @ Indiana Mathematics Teacher, Volume 18, Number 2 (Fall/Winter 2003), p. 14.


Jamski, William. AMister, Are You Sure?@ Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School, Volume 9, Number 5 (January 2004), pp. 244-45.

Jamski, William. ANASCAR=s Math Connection, @ Mathematics Teacher, Volume 97, Number 2 (February 2004), p. 83.

Jamski, William. Selected Problem. WWW.nctm.org/middle/asolutions.asp, the NCTM Middle School Weekly Problem website of selected previously published Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School Menu Problems: AThanksgiving@ (11/99).

Jamski, William and Walter Ryan. AThe Trapezoidal Trap, @ Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School, Volume 10, Number 1 (August 2004), p. 5.


Rakich, J. and K. Rondeau. Teaching Note: A Hartland Memorial Hospital: An In-basket Exercise, @ in Rakich, et. al, *CHSM 4/E*, 2004 (7 pages).


Rakich, J. and A. Wong. Teaching Note: A Medical Center of Southern Indiana, @ in Rakich, et. al, *IM-CHSM 4/E*, 2004 (7 pages).


Title: An Economic Development Tale of Two Countries.

BOOKS


PAPERS PRESENTED


Carducci, B.J. (2004, February). Everything you ever wanted to know about shyness but were too shy to ask. Invited presentation as part of the Marian Miner Cook Athenaeum Lecture Series and The Berger Institute for Work, Family and Children 2004 Speaker Series (date: 02-26-04; sponsored by Claremont McKenna College and The Berger Institute for Work, Family, and Children, Claremont, CA.).
Carducci, B.J. (2004, July/August). *Everything you ever wanted to know about shyness but were too shy to ask*. In P. Puccio (Chair), Invited Address: Diane F. Halpern Lecture at the meeting of the American Psychological Association, Honolulu.

Carlton, Rebecca. Presented A30 Seconds to 30 Minutes: Effective Presentation Skills@ for the Indiana Small Business Development Center at the Southern Indiana Chamber of Commerce. May 19, 2004.

Carlton, Rebecca. Presented AEffective Business Communication: Communicating Effectively in Email and Other Written Correspondence@ for the Indiana Small Business Development Center at the Southern Indiana Chamber of Commerce. March 3, 2004.

Carlton, Rebecca. Presented AWhat is Your Communication Climate?@ to the Louisville Chapter of the International Association of Administrative Professionals in Louisville, KY. October 21, 2004.


Cochran, Delaine. Poster presentation at the new Quantitative Literacy Curriculum at the IU/SBC Summer Leadership Forum.


Crothers, A. Glenn. ANorthern Virginia= s Quakers and the War for Independence: Negotiating a Path of Virtue in a Revolutionary World,@ Great Lakes History Conference, Grand Rapids, Michigan, October 30, 2004.


Finkbine, Ronald and Doeltz, James (student). Cache: a Term of Many Definitions, Academy of


Galvin, Peter. AEthnic Allies of Spanish America=s Pirates@ (paper) presented at Indiana Academy of Social Sciences Annual Meeting, Butler University, October 15, 2004.

Galvin, Peter. AEthnicity and Place as Portrayed in Popular American Film@ (poster presentation), 2004 Conference on Race, Ethnicity & Place, Association of American Geographers, Washington, D.C., September 16-18, 2004.

Gugin, Linda. Round Table Panel Discussant: Restructuring Local Government in Indiana, Indiana State Political Science Association Meeting, April 9, 2004, Indiana State University.

Hare, Sara C. 2004. AThe Poor Pay More: Teaching Exercise@ presented at the annual meeting of the North Central Sociological Association, Cleveland, Ohio.

Haub, Elaine. ASynthesis and Characterization of Zn(II) Carboxylate Complexes Containing Benzoic Acid-Derived Ligands: An Alternate Synthesis.@ reviewed and selected for poster session given at the 36th ACS Central Regional Meeting in Indianapolis, IN, June 2004.


Herdoiza-Estevez, Magdalena. AFrom Monologue to Intercultural Dialogue@, International
Workshop for the Creation of the Afro-American Center for Diversity and Intercultural Dialogue. Esmeraldas, Ecuador (May).


Hollenbeck, James. Plenary Paper Presentation. ATechnology as a Tool to Enhance Learning in the Multilingual Science Classroom@ Third International Conference of Language as a Means for Education, Research and Professional Development. Varna, Bulgaria, June 12, 2004.


Keefe, T.J. and Tipgos, M. A Positive Model for Corporate Governance. Mid-Atlantic Regional Meeting of the American Accounting Association, April 15-17, 2004, Arlington, VA.


Krishna, V. and Singhal, A. Communication Strategies to Illuminate the Truth and Myth of AIDS, 19th Annual International Conference in Literature, Visual Arts and/or Cinema, October 22-24, Atlanta, GA.


Lang, W.C. Dilations of Hypergroups, Analysis Seminar, Department of Mathematics, University of Louisville, April 7, 2004.


Morgan, R.K. 2004 FACET Associate Faculty Conference: Presented talk on Rethinking In-Class Time held October 15-16 in Indianapolis, IN.


Morganett, L. ANCSS/Keizai Koho Fellowships to Japan,@ presented at the National Council for the Social Studies Great Lakes Regional Conference on March 23, 2004, in Madison, WI.


Morganett, L. AKey Ideas and Activities for Motivating Students in the Social Studies Classroom,@ presented at the National Council for the Social Studies Great Lakes Regional Conference on March 22, 2004, in Madison, WI.


Myers, Judith. Presentation - April 2004. ARace, Gender and Class Inequality in the Discourses of Birth Control: 1933-1943" Women=s Studies Symposium, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.

Beach, FL.


Otu, Emmanuel. Thermochemistry of the extraction of bismuth (III) with di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid, Argonne National Laboratory Chemistry Division Seminar, August 13, 2004.

Otu, Emmanuel and Huff, Melanie M. Extraction of lead, copper, cadmium, cobalt and nickel with mono-2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid. 18th National Conference on Undergraduate Research, Indianapolis, April 15-17, 2004.


Pinkston, Gary. PDA=s as PAD=s (Point of Assessment Devices) Tutorial Workshop held at the AACE SITE convention in Atlanta, GA, March 24-30, 2004.

Pittman, Paul, and Don Kalmey. AUsing the Critical Chain to Manage IT Projects@, conference proceedings and presentation at the Academy of Business Disciples (ABD) Sixth Annual Conference, November 2004.

Pittman, Paul. AImportant Factors in the Outsourcing Decision@, invited presentation and educational workshop on behalf of the Scott County Economic Development Commission for this two hour workshop developed to educate executives and business owners, funded by a U.S. Department of Agriculture grant, December 3, 2004.

Pittman, Paul. ADecisions Managers Can Make that Generate Profits@, invited presentation and educational workshop on behalf of the Scott County Economic Development Commission for this two hour workshop developed to educate executives and business owners, funded by a U.S.
Department of Agriculture grant, November 18, 2004.


Shen, Yu. Association for Asian Studies, Annual Meeting, 1/9-1/11, Washington, DC. Presented: ADai Li-Miles Collaboration and Its Implications for U.S.-China Relations: Wartime and Beyond@ in the panel of ATThe Shaping of U.S.-China Relations from Perspectives of Miles, Hurley, and Turner: Controversial People with Controversial Legacies.@


Treves, D.S. 2004. A key forces driving microbial diversity in the environment: Studies from soil and sugar water. Invited seminar, Department of Biology, University of Louisville, 2/20/04.


Wadsworth, Frank, Eldon Little, and David Strupeck. ADo Business Periodicals Enhance Student Learning in the Classroom: An Exploratory Investigation. American Society of Business and Behavioral Sciences Conference, February 2004, Las Vegas, NV.


PERFORMANCES & CREATIVE WORKS


Clem, Debra. PYRO at Actors Theater, (gallery members), Actor's Theatre, Louisville, Kentucky.

Clem, Debra. Emergence, (group exhibition), PYRO Gallery, Louisville, Kentucky.

Clem, Debra. 52nd Mid-States Art Exhibition, (juried), Evansville Museum of Art, History, and Science, Evansville, Indiana, (Awarded the Dorothea Schlechte Merit Award.


Goldstein, Joanna. Summer Pops Concert, IUS Orchestra (conducting), June 20, 2004, IUS Concert Hall.


Goldstein, Joanna. Cornet recital, students of Jerome Amend (cornet), June 3, 2004, IUS Recital Hall.


Goldstein, Joanna. Chamber Music Performance with Louisville String Quartet (piano), October 21, 2004, Loretto, KY.

Goldstein, Joanna. Chamber Music Performance with Louisville Spring Quartet (piano), Oct. 25, 2004, U of L Concert Hall.

Goldstein, Joanna. Gershwin Piano Concerto with Commonwealth Brass Band (piano, and the
Goldstein, Joanna. Rachmaninoff 2nd Concerto with IUS Orchestra (piano, and rest of concert as conductor), Nov. 21, 2004, IUS Concert Hall.


Goldstein, Joanna. Steinways Alive, Piano Faculty performance of 2 piano repertoire (piano), March 7, 2004, IUS Concert Hall.

Goldstein, Joanna. Winter Pops Concert, IUS Orchestra (conducting), Feb. 8, 2004, IUS Concert Hall.

Goldstein, Joanna. IUS Orchestra (conducting), April 25, 2004, IUS Concert Hall.

Goldstein, Joanna. Commonwealth Brass Band St. George=s Day Concert (cornet), April 24, 2004, IUS Concert Hall.

Goldstein, Joanna. Recital of Cabaret Songs with Melinda Cumberledge, soprano (piano), April 2, 2004, IUS Concert Hall.


Guenther, John. Pleasures of the Table - an NCECA National Invitational Exhibit.

Guenther, John. Past and Present: Ceramics by Indiana University Bloomington Alumni.


Guenther, John. Indiana Artist-Craftsman, Inc. Exhibit (current members only).


Jones, Brian. **Invitational Print Exhibition**, USM Museum of Art, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS.

Jones, Brian. **September 11 Memorial Portfolio**, Vancouver School of Arts and Academics, Washington. (This exhibition continued to travel during 2004 to Toronto, Ontario; Quincy, Illinois; and Gainesville, FL.)

Jones, Brian. **Group Exhibition**. Galerie Hertz, Louisville, KY.

Jones, Brian. **IUS Faculty Exhibition**. Ronal Barr Memorial Gallery, Indiana University Southeast, new Albany, IN.

Jones, Brian. **The Big Spoon**, Collaborative Relief Print, University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

Jones, Brian. **MAPC Exchange Print Exhibition**, University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

Jones, Brian. **Free Speech Zone Portfolio**, University of Alaska, Anchorage, AL; University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, WI; University of North Dakota, Eugene Meyers Gallery, Grand Forks, ND; University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE; Indiana University Southeast.

Jones, Brian. **Invitational Print Exhibition**, The Second Floor Gallery, Department of Art and Art History, University of Texas at Austin, TX.

Jones, Brian. **Invitational Print Exhibition**, The Harry Wood Gallery, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.

Jones, Brian. **Invitational Print Exhibition**, McComas Art Gallery, Mississippi State University, Miss. State, MS.

Jones, Brian. **Invitational Print Exhibition**, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN.

Jones, Brian. **Invitational Print Exhibition**, Lauren Rogers Museum of Art, Laurel, MS.


Stem, Erich. October 2004, *After Rain* programmed for performance by the Aura New Music Ensemble as part of the 2005 SCI Region VI Conference at the University of Texas at San Antonio.

Stem, Erich. December 2004, Selected by the Aurelia Saxophone Quartet (Holland) to compose a work for a CD release in April 2005 (will be released internationally).

Stem, Erich. August 2004, WCVE 88.9 FM, Radio broadcast of *Escape*, for orchestra (Richmond Symphony) as part of the Whitlow Richmond Symphony Concert Series. The
broadcast also featured an interview with Stem and host, Bobbie Barajas.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational Group Show Exhibition, *IUS Fine Arts Faculty Show*, Ronald L. Barr Gallery, IU Southeast, New Albany, IN.


Whitesell, Marilyn. International Invitational Group Show Exhibition, *The Other Place - American and Irish Art Exhibit*, Belfast, Ireland.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational Group Show Exhibition, *4 Artists*, PYRO Gallery, Louisville, KY.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational Group Show Exhibition, *Emergence*, PYRO Gallery, Louisville, KY.

Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational Group Show Exhibition, *Natural Selection*, Nazareth Arts Gallery, Nazareth, KY.


Whitesell, Marilyn. Regional Invitational Group Show Exhibition, *PRYO Artists*, Actors Theater, Louisville, KY.

**PROCEEDINGS, PAPERS, & PUBLISHED ABSTRACTS**


King, Granville. AImage Restoration and Whistle-Blowing: An Examination of Response Strategies to Allegations of Organizational Wrongdoing@ In *Proceedings from the Society for Advancement of Management (SAM) International Conference*, March 2004: (pp. 71-78).

Wheat, Jerry and Brenda Swartz and Sergiy Kubatov. ACorruption Perceptions in Ukraine: A Deterrent to Economic Development, @ in *Proceedings of the Academy of Business*
Disciplines, November 2004, Ft. Myers, FL.

REVIEWS


Christiansen, Linda. Wall Street Journal Weekly Review, Companies Sue Union Retirees to Cut Promised Health Benefits: Firms Claim Right to Change Coverages, Attempt to Pick...


Christiansen, Linda. Wall Street Journal Weekly Review, Spitzer Charges Bid Rigging in Insurance: Top Broker, Major Firms Named in legal Actions; >Trust Me: This is Day One<, 10/22/2004.


Forinash, Kyle. Review of manuscript 1816: A Teaching Physics with Animated Ranking Task Exercises@ by A.J. Cox, M. Belloni, and W. Christian for the *American Journal of Physics*.


Baker, Crump. Review of the paper AOn contra R-Maps and a weak form@ by Erdal Ekici for the *Indian Journal of Mathematics*.

Hollingsworth, J. Served as peer reviewer for three technical papers submitted to *Special Interest Group on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE)* 2005.

Hollingsworth, J. Served as peer reviewer for three technical papers submitted to *Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education (ITiCSE)* 2005.


Lang, W.C. Mathematical Review: Saliani, Sandra. Measures associated to wavelet packets. *J.*


